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ABSTRACT

Sports analytics in professional basketball leagues, such as the National Basketball Association
(NBA), have transformed their respective leagues by introducing new statistical measures to
quantify individual player and team performance. NBA organizations have teams of personnel
and dedicated analytics departments dedicated to analysis. However, high schools generally do
not. Thus, revolutionary statistical measures are not available to the programs serving as the
foundation for professional leagues. Data from a five-game stretch of the 2020-2021 varsity
boys’ basketball season was utilized to provide a high school with advanced statistical measures
to evaluate individual player and team performance. A review and plotting of game-tape from
the sample was performed, followed by the calculation of advanced and spatial statistics. The
advanced statistics revealed that during the sample individual players and the team were less
efficient than their professional counterparts in all areas. The relative inefficiency is attributed to
a lack of 3-point shots, the result of 3-point shots when taken, and the prevalence of inefficient
shot attempts. The result of 3-point shots when taken being less efficient was expected due to the
disparity of individual player skill that exists between high school, collegiate and professional
basketball players. Spatial statistics, though hindered by small sample size, revealed clustering of
efficient field goal attempts near the basket and low clustering of corner 3-point field goal
attempts, another efficient attempt. As a pilot study, the findings of this capstone can be used to
illuminate patterns and trends, as well as efficiencies and inefficiencies to improve upon.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1971, the Society for American Baseball Research (SABR) was founded in
Cooperstown, New York by L. Robert Davids. From the mid-seventies through the 1980’s
research from SABR and from a SABR inspired writer named Bill James began garnering
national popularity. Bill James invented new statistical measures that he coined “Sabrmetrics” to
quantify performance in ways grounded in statistics that were not obvious to the experienced eye
of baseball managers or represented in traditional “box scores” that tallied counting statistics
such as hits, strikeouts, and walks. The work from SABR and Bill James during this time are
often credited with the beginning of structured sports analytics. The statistics and methods
developed during this time were not whole-heartedly adopted in Major League Baseball until
2001 when Oakland Athletics General Manager Billy Beane put the lessons of Sabrmetrics into
effect to great success. 10 years later, in 2011, a blockbuster film entitled “Moneyball” brought
the sport analytics revolution to the public. With advancing technology to track spatial data other
professional sports leagues, such as the National Basketball Association (NBA), began to buy-in
to the sports analytics revolution.
However, basketball and baseball are different sports with different challenges to
overcome for analysis. For example, baseball is primarily a game between a pitcher and a batter
in fixed positions while basketball is free flowing with ten players on the court at a time all
moving at different paces and at different locations on the court. To assist NBA teams with the
spatial problem of basketball analytics the between 2009 and 2013 the NBA installed video
systems in NBA arenas to track players and events during every game. Once this data was
available, data scientists began marrying data science, machine learning and cartography to usher
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in the analytics era of the NBA (Anderson 2019). Analytics had an immediate effect on the game
of basketball at the professional level. 3-point shots taken increased by 61% from 2013 to 2020
(Basketball Reference 2021) and prominent sports analytics minds like Kirk Goldsberry went
from an assistant professor of Geography at Michigan State University to Vice President for
strategic research for the NBA team San Antonio Spurs. Mapping the spatial data of every NBA
shot location led to a revelation in the NBA, that specific locations on the court yielded more
efficient scoring and that these more efficient shot locations were not necessarily what NBA fans
and NBA teams viewed as efficient shot attempts. It was discovered that the distance of the shot
from the basket had little to no effect on shooting percentages (Goldsberry 2019). This discovery
made the corner 3-point shot one of the most efficient shot attempts in basketball. Why take a 20
foot 2-point shot instead of a 22 foot 3-point shot if the shot percentage is nearly the same? This
shift in thinking is evidenced in Figures 1-4. Figure 1 depicts every field goal attempt by the Los
Angeles Lakers during the 2009-2010 NBA season while Figure 2 depicts every field goal
attempts by the Los Angeles Lakers during the 2020-2021 NBA Season (NBA Shot Charts
2021).
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Figure 1 - 2009-2010 Los Angeles Lakers field goal attempts

Figure 2 - 2020-2021 Los Angeles Lakers field goal attempts
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Mid-range shots, defined as shots from the area between the 3-point line and the “key”
(the rectangular area around the basket) are drastically less frequent shots by the 2020-2021
Lakers (Yau 2019). The change in shot patterns is a simple case of maximizing shot efficiency.
The 2009-2010 Lakers attempted 45% of their total field goals from the mid-range and the value
of these mid-range attempts was 0.84 points per shot (PPS). The same season, the Lakers
attempted 23% of their shots from behind the 3-point line and the value of these shots was 1.03
PPS, a 22% increase in efficiency from mid-range shots. In contrast, the 2020-2021 Lakers
attempted 30% of their total field goals from mid-range and 37% from behind the 3-point line
resulting in 0.78 PPS and 1.05 PPS respectively. The decrease of mid-range shots and the
increase of 3-point shots between these two teams a decade apart is a result of the spatial analytic
revolution in the NBA.
For an inherently spatial game, with spatially dependent variables there were little to no
shooting metrics that accounted for the spatial differences between field goal attempts. A 50%
field goal percentage shooter that attempted all their field goals in a concentrated area near the
basket would have the same field goal percentage as a player who shot the same percentage from
many different locations further from the basket. Does that mean those two players have the
same shooting ability even though shots near the basket are shot at a higher baseline percentage?
The Field Goal percentage metric often identified Centers and Forwards as the best field goal
shooters instead of guards, who are generally regarded as the most talented shooters, due to this
lack of spatial analysis in statistic keeping (Goldsberry 2012). Spatial analysis was needed to
determine who the best shooters in the NBA were and Kirk Goldsberry invented two new spatial
statistics to answer that question, “Spread” and “Range”. Spread describes the locations where a
player has attempted a field goal and Range describes how effective a shooter is across all cells
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(Goldsberry 2012). Figure 3 shows the Spread values for Al Jefferson and Ray Allen from the
2010-2011 NBA season.
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 = ∑𝑖𝑗∈𝑆𝐴 𝐹𝐺𝐴𝑖𝑗
Spread = Total spatial spread of player across scoring cells
FGA 𝑖𝑗 = 1, if at least one field goal has been attempted in cell i, 0 if not
SA = Scoring area consisting of X scoring cells.

Figure 3 - Spread Variable of Al Jefferson and Ray Allen

The difference in spread is immediately visible based on the shot chart. Al Jefferson’s spread
value is 595 (46.3%) and Ray Allen’s spread value is 952 (74.1%). Despite shooting in nearly
30% more scoring cells, during this season Ray Allen had a similar FG% (49.1%) as Al Jefferson
(49.6%) (Stathead 2021). Unfortunately, Spread does not measure potency of the field goal
attempts and is susceptible to players who attempt more field goals than their peers (Goldsberry
2012). However, Range does measure potency of field goal attempts across scoring cells.
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𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = ∑𝑖𝑗∈𝑆𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑗
Range = Effective shooting range of player across all scoring cells
PPA 𝑖𝑗 = 1, if points per attempts is > 1 in cell, 0 if not
SA = Scoring area consisting of X scoring cells.

Figure 4 – Bivariate map of the shooting Range of Steve Nash (Top Left), Ray Allen (Top Right), Dirk Nowitzki
(Bottom Left) and Kobe Bryant (Bottom Right) from 2006-2011. Larger squares represent more shot attempts and
points per attempt range from low (blue) to high (red).

From 2006-2011, Steve Nash, Ray Allen, Dirk Nowitzki, and Kobe Bryant led the NBA in
Range meaning they averaged over one PPA in the most scoring cells. Steve Nash had a Range
of 406 (31.6%), Ray Allen 386 (30.1%), Kobe Bryant 383 (29.8%) and Dirk Nowitzki 373
(29.0%) (Goldsberry 2012). Notice that none of these players derive their field goal attempts
exclusively near the basket as Al Jefferson did in Figure 3. Steve Nash and Ray Allen primarily
attempt field goals behind the 3-point line, Dirk Nowitzki is most active in the mid-range and
Kobe Bryant has a relatively even spread across scoring cells. If the ability to shoot effectively
15

from the most areas on the court is the primary indicator of shooting ability, these were the four
best shooters in the NBA during this time period. In particular, Ray Allen’s value when
measured by Range is much higher than by the traditional, non-spatial FG% statistic. From 20062011, Ray Allen’s highest ranking in FG% was 40th leaguewide in 2008-2009 and his lowest
ranking was 90th in 2007-2008 (Basketball Reference 2021), yet Range identified him as the
second-best shooter in the NBA during this time. Simply adding a spatial component to field
goal analysis put a quantitative value on shooting ability and redefined how individual players
should be valued.
Point clustering of events from individual players, teams and lineups consisting of unique
combinations of players can also reveal trends and patterns that can be used to accurately
evaluate performance. Performance fluctuations of teams are also able to be evaluated using
point clustering in some cases. One such case is the 2007-2008 Los Angeles Lakers. The 20072008 Lakers improved their record from 42-40 in 2006-2007 to 57-25 in 2007-2008 and became
NBA champions (Basketball Reference 2021). Generating high incidence clusters, where shots
attempted the Lakers are above the league average, and low incidence clusters, the opposite of
high incidence, for the Lakers from these two years compared to the rest of the NBA illustrates a
change in field goal attempt patterns that may have led to the Lakers performance increase and
the impact a player can have (Lopez-Hernandez, Martinez, Marin 2013).
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Figure 5 - 2006-2007. Offensive low incidence cluster (left), high incidence cluster (right)

Figure 6 - 2008-2009. Offensive low incidence cluster (left), high incidence cluster (right)

Low incidence clusters 1 and 3 in Figure 5 show that the 2006-2007 Lakers were less likely to
attempt shots at the basket relative to the rest of the NBA. This is generally not a good omen for
a successful basketball team because field goals near the rim are the most efficient field goal
attempts in basketball. Their high incidence clusters were located at the “wings” beyond the 317

point line. There is a distinct shift in the high incidence cluster for the 2008-2009 Lakers in
Figure 6. The shift in the high incidence cluster can be attribute to the addition of Pau Gasol to
the Lakers during the 2007-2008 season. Pau Gasol is a 7-foot-tall center who often plays in the
paint on the left side of the rim on offensive possessions (Lopez-Hernandez, Martinez, Marin
2013). While it cannot definitively be stated that his presence alone caused the shift in incidence
rates, it is safe to say he at least played a part in the shifting of shooting patterns for the Lakers.
The Lakers now had a quality player who raised affected their shooting trends to a more efficient
style of basketball. Their Offensive Rating (ORtg) increased from 108.6 in 2006-2007 to 112.8
in 2008-2009 (Basketball Reference 2021). The same phenomenon can be viewed on defensive
possessions before and after the addition of Pau Gasol as depicted in Figures 7 and 8 below.

Figure 7 - 2006-2007. Defensive low incidence cluster (left), high incidence cluster (right)
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Figure 8 - 2008-2009. Defensive low incidence cluster (left), high incidence cluster (right)

In 2006-2007 the Lakers defensive high incidence cluster is nearly identical to the offensive high
incidence cluster after the Pau Gasol acquisition and in 2008-2009 it is no longer a high
incidence cluster. These two-point clusters illustrate the effect that one player can have on a
team. It appears that Pau Gasol boosted the Lakers offense by generating more efficient field
goals near the basket while at the same time deterring opponents from those same field goals on
defensive possessions. Spatial analysis and point clustering in basketball effectively illustrates
the potential impact individual players can have and their effect on their team using point
analysis.
This capstone aims to bring analytic methodology highlighted in this introduction to a
small-town high school boys’ varsity basketball team. Data was collected via HUDL, a video
repository of game film, and manually plotting all “events” from a five-game stretch of the 20202021 season. For this study, events are classified as any field goal attempt, change of possession
or fouls. Spatial and advanced statistics computed from the raw events will then lead to pattern
and trend analysis in the aim of identifying strengths and weaknesses, efficiencies and
19

deficiencies of the team and players to provide the coaching staff and players the best
opportunity to win more games and improve their performance in the future.

The objective of this study is to provide coaches and players that do not generally have
the time or resources to analyze their team and performance at an analytic level. That is not to
say that high school basketball is bereft of analytics. Online analytic services like HUDL, a video
repository that allows tagging of events, video clipping and statistical compilation, have been
used by high school basketball coaches in Indianapolis Indiana since 2015 (Neddenriep 2017),
and Wichita Kansas in 2017 (Eldridge 2017). HUDL and similar services provide a valuable
time-saving tool for coaches already stressed for time by doing a share of the tedious work of
statistical compilation and record keeping allowing coaches more time on strategy formulation
and interaction with the players. Using its tagging system, HUDL effectively tracks traditional
counting statistics like FG%, Field Goal Attempts (FGA), Free Throws Made (FTM), Free
Throw Attempts (FTA) and Free Throw Percentage (FT%) to name a few. HUDL also calculates
some advanced statistics such as Turnover Percentage (TO%), Effective Field Goal Percentage
(eFG%) and Assist to Turnover Ratio (A/TO). However, HUDL is missing some popular
advanced analytical measures like True Shooting Percentage (TS%), Offensive and Defensive
Rating (OFFRTG, DEFRTG) and Pace. Other than a shot chart with FG% calculated for zones,
HUDL offers no spatial analysis. Spatial analysis can shed light on strengths, weaknesses and
positive and negative trends and patterns that these non-spatial statistics do not. High school
players can profit from this type of analysis just the same as NCAA and NBA players. An
example would be a high school player that can be a good enough player to earn a scholarship to
play basketball for a university if his/her coach was equipped with the right information to
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maximize that players ability. This example of simply having or not having information could
change a kid’s life forever. It could also improve the team’s performance garnering recognition
for the coaching staff that may lead to opportunities down the line.

GOALS
The Goals laid out for this study are to provide advanced statistics missing from HUDL,
the analytic tool used by the team, as well as spatially derived statistics and visualizations. The
advanced statistics Offensive and Defensive Rating, True Shooting Percentage and Pace are
calculated for each game, the entire sample and the three most used lineups as well as each
player for True Shooting Percentage.

Advanced Statistics
Offensive and defensive rating is a per possession efficiency metric used to reflect how
efficient a team is on offense and defense and the pace that the team plays at (Kubatko et al.
2007). A high OFFRTG represents a team that is efficient on offense while a low DEFRTG is a
team that is efficient on defense. The best teams have a high OFFRTG and a low DEFRTG.
True Shooting Percentage is a shooting efficiency metric that takes all field goal attempts
as well as free throw attempts into consideration. TS% differs from FG% because FG% does not
weigh 3-point attempts or account for free attempts and makes. TS% differs from eFG% because
eFG% does not include free throw attempts or makes. eFG% aims to measure how effective a
player was scoring from FG and FGA while TS% attempts to measure of scoring efficiency
regardless of the method and how many points a player scored relative to the number of
possessions used by that player (“GameChanger” 2012).
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Pace measures the average number of possessions by a team during a game (Basketball
Reference 2021). Using the amount of possession by each team in tandem with the total number
of minutes played determines the Pace value for each team. Pace and Possessions are used to
determine possession statistics like OFFRTG and DEFRTG.

Spatial Analysis
Points Per Shot Attempt (PPSA) is an efficiency metric calculated by dividing total
points by 2-point and 3-point field goal attempts disregarding free throw attempts (“NBAstuffer”
2020). This metric was used by Kirk Goldsberry to identify the players with the best shooting
ability when coupled with Range and Spread. For this study, the playing area is divided into
discrete zones and PPSA is calculated for each zone. PPSA per zone identifies the efficiency of
players, lineups and the team when shooting from discrete locations. The resulting statistic will
allow the coaching staff and players to practice field goals from zones were a low PPSA was
identified and generate new gameplans to take advantage of zones were PPSA was high.
Ripley’s K function is a measure of feature clustering and feature dispersion over a
specified distance (ESRI 2021). Using random permutations, Ripley’s K determines if the spatial
distribution of the selected features are more clustered than a random distribution of features or
more dispersed than a random distribution of features. Ripley’s K uses Distance Bands to
increment the study area to determine the clustering and dispersion of the study area. For each
distance band, a high and low confidence envelope value is calculated. If the observed K value is
greater or lower than the high or low confidence envelope, the findings are statistically
significant. For example, a K value higher than the high confidence envelope signifies
statistically significant clustering of features. This value can be used to determine the relative
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clustering or dispersion between two datasets, in this case different basketball teams with their
field goal attempts acting as the features to be examined. Using the results of Ripley’s K in
tandem with statistics like TS%, Plus-Minus and Win-Loss, dispersion and clustering may have a
relationship with performance and efficiency.

METHODS
Analysis was performed following the workflow illustrated in Figure 9 seen below.
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Figure 9 - Analytic Workflow
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Study Area
The study area is a regulation high school basketball court. A regulation high school
basketball court is 84 feet in length, 50 feet wide and the three-point line is 19.75 feet from the
baseline. For comparison, an NBA basketball court is 94 feet in length, 50 feet wide and the
three-point line is 22 feet from the baseline.

Figure 10 - High School Basketball Court with accurate dimensions

Data
The data used for analysis was provided by the Harlem High School Boys Basketball
team. Game tape was accessed via HUDL, a video repository used by the team to store game and
practice film. Due to COVID-19 restrictions during the 2020-2021 season not all games from the
2020-2021 season were able to be recorded. Due to this, the data encompasses five full games.
From these five games, 1,012 discrete point events were manually plotted. The 1,012 events each
contained 13 attribute fields to describe the events. In total 13,156 fields were manually
populated. The field contained the following amplifying information: Where on the court did the
event occur; the player responsible for the event; the result of the event; the value of the event;
25

was the event contested; defensive alignment; timing; was there a rebound; if applicable,
turnovers; how field goals were obtained; what type of field goal; which lineup was on the floor;
which quarter did the event occur in; and the opponent. Field goal attempt; pace; and efficiency
metrics along with their relationship to spatially discrete zones on the court are the primary
measurables to be analyzed.

Source 1
Source 1 is a cumulative point layer of all offensive possessions from five games of film
review. Source 1 was retrieved and manually created from observation on June 24th, 2021.

Figure 11 - Source 1
Source 2
Source 2 is a point layer of offensive possessions from Game 1. Events were derived
from film review. Source 2 was retrieved and manually created from observation on April 28th,
2021.
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Figure 12 - Source 2
Source 3
Source 3 is a point layer of offensive possessions from Game 2. Events were derived
from film review. Source 3 was retrieved and manually created from observation on April 29th,
2021.

Figure 13 - Source 3
27

Source 4
Source 4 is a point layer of offensive possessions from Game 3. Events were derived
from film review. Source 4 was retrieved and manually created from observation on May 5th,
2021.

Figure 14 - Source 4
Source 5
Source 5 is a point layer of offensive possessions from Game 4. Events were derived
from film review. Source 5 was retrieved and manually created from observation on May 15th,
2021.
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Figure 15 - Source 5

Source 6
Source 6 is a point layer of offensive possessions from Game 5. Events were derived
from film review. Source 6 was retrieved and manually created from observation on June 20th,
2021.
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Figure 16 - Source 6

Source 7
Source 7 is a cumulative point layer of all defensive possessions from five games of film
review. Source 7 was retrieved and manually created from observation on June 24 th, 2021.

Figure 17 - Source 7
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Source 8
Source 8 is a point layer of defensive possessions from Game 1. Events were derived
from film review. Source 8 was retrieved and manually created from observation on April 28th,
2021.

Figure 18 - Source 8
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Source 9
Source 9 is a point layer of defensive possessions from Game 2. Events were derived
from film review. Source 9 was retrieved and manually created from observation on April 29th,
2021.

Figure 19 - Source 9
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Source 10
Source 10 is a point layer of defensive possessions from Game 3. Events were derived
from film review. Source 10 was retrieved and manually created from observation on May 5th,
2021.

Figure 20 - Source 10
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Source 11
Source 11 is a point layer of defensive possessions from Game 4. Events were derived
from film review. Source 11 was retrieved and manually created from observation on May 15th,
2021.

Figure 21 - Source 11
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Source 12
Source 12 is a point layer of defensive possessions from Game 5. Events were derived
from film review. Source 12 was retrieved and manually created from observation on June 20th,
2021.

Figure 22 - Source 12
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Analysis
The following analysis was performed using traditional, statistical, and spatial measures
to identify efficiencies and inefficiencies of the study team and players. The techniques used
were derived from existing statistics and analytical techniques examined in the Introduction
section of this capstone.

Analysis 1
Determine true shooting percentage (TS%) for each player and the three most used
lineups. TS% is a measure of the total efficiency of a player in all scoring situations (Kubatko et
al., 2007).
Analysis 1 used the following formula:
TS% = (PTS/2) / (FGA +0.44 x FTA)
where:
PTS = total points
FGA = field goal attempts
FTA = free throw attempts

TS% was chosen over similar efficiency statistics such as Effective Field Goal
Percentage (eFG%) because TS% included free throw attempts and eFG% does not. Including
free throw attempts are scoring attempts and should be represented in an all-encompassing
scoring efficiency metric.
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Analysis 2
Determine offensive rating (ORtg) and defensive rating (DRtg) for each individual game
and three most used lineups. Offensive rating is the per-possession efficiency of offensive
possessions and defensive rating is the per-possession efficiency of defensive possessions
(Kubatko et al., 2007).
Analysis 2 used the following formulas:
ORtg = PTS/POSS x 100
DRtg = PTS/POSS x 100

where:
PTS = total points
POSS = total possessions

Analysis 3
Determine Field Goal Percentage (FG%) by each individual player, three most used
lineups and the entire team from different zones on the court. FG% is used for this analysis in
lieu of TS% and eFG% because TS% and eFG% already account for field goals behind the 3point line. Thus, including them in an analysis based on zones that have a delineation between 2and 3-point field goal attempts would not be accurate.

Analysis 4
Determine points per shot attempt (PPS) by each individual player, three most used
lineups and the entire team from different zones on the court. For points per shot attempt by
zone, the court is divided into unique zones such as the paint, midrange, corner 3-point shots and
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non-corner 3-point shots. Using this metric, the most efficient players and zones on the court are
identified and contrasted with other players and opponents. This metric excludes points from free
throw attempts.
Analysis 4 used the following formulas:
PPS = PTS/FGA
where:
PTS = total points
FGA = total field goal attempts

Analysis 5
Determine Spread and Range for each player on the team from the full sample size.
Analysis 5 used the following formulas: The scoring area is the offensive half of the court,
consisting of 1,530 scoring cells.

𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 = ∑𝑖𝑗∈𝑆𝐴 𝐹𝐺𝐴𝑖𝑗
Spread = Total spatial spread of player across scoring cells
FGA 𝑖𝑗 = 1, if at least one field goal has been attempted in cell i, 0 if not
SA = Scoring area consisting of X scoring cells.
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = ∑𝑖𝑗∈𝑆𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑗
Range = Effective shooting range of player across all scoring cells
PPA 𝑖𝑗 = 1, if points per attempts is > 1 in cell, 0 if not
SA = Scoring area consisting of X scoring cells.
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Analysis 6
Calculate Ripley’s K function for each game and the entire sample size for the team,
three most used lineups and opponents. Ripley’s K is compared to OFFRTG and DEFRTG for
the team and Plus/Minus for lineups. 999 permutations and ten distance bands of one meter were
used for analysis. Ripley’s edge correction formula was selected as the boundary correction
method.
Assumptions
This analysis is based on the following assumptions. To begin with, when comparing
high school team and player efficiency metrics to NBA teams and NBA players the high school
efficiency metrics will tend to be lower than their NBA counterparts. This is the result of three
factors. First, individual player skill. It is expected that high school athletes will shoot at worse
percentages than NBA players. This will skew the efficiency and percentage metrics down.
Second, less focus on analytics. High school teams cannot be expected to have the level of
insight into trends and patterns that NBA teams do. This leads to the last reason for the disparity
in metrics, coaching. Without the advanced knowledge of analytics of NBA teams, high school
coaches cannot be expected to develop game plans and strategies to always take advantage of
efficient opportunities at the same rate as NBA coaches. Even if the coaches were able to
develop game plans and strategies entirely dependent on analytic knowledge, the difference in
player efficiency may make these strategies less efficient at their level than the NBA.
Another important factor to point out in this study is the sample size. The sample size is
only five games of an 18-game season. Due to restrictions of personnel and crowds in high
school gymnasiums in the wake of COVID-19, not all games could be recorded for analysis.
This small sample size leaves a lot of data from the season out of analysis. Approximately 72%
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of data from the 2020-2021 season is not considered in this study. The five-game sample size
could represent a stretch in the season where the team was less successful, more successful, less
efficient, or more efficient than the season as a whole. Some players that may have played in the
season may not be represented in the study at all due to injury or circumstances like two sport
athletes who at the time of the study were playing another sport like football or wrestling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis was performed using ArcGIS Pro 2.8.0. Visualizations of the data and resulting
analysis were created in ArcGIS Pro 2.8.0 and Tableau Public 2021.1. All data and reference
courts share a common projection: World Geodetic System 84 (WGS 84). Measurement units for
analysis are US. Feet.

Analysis 1
Using Source 1, True Shooting Percentage was calculated for each individual player and
the five most used player combinations referred to as lineups. As seen in Table 1 below, TS% of
players range from 15% at the low end to 67% at the high end. The NBA average for TS% in the
2019-2020 season was 56.5% (Statmuse 2021) and the team has three players who eclipse that
mark, players 3, 11 and 23. Of these three players, only player 11 is included in all the three most
used lineups during the sample. Player 3 had the highest TS% of any player on the team and was
also included in Lineup 40, as well as player 11, the highest TS% lineup fielded witnessed in
Table 2.
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Table 1 – Player TS%
Player

TS%

1

42%

3

67%

4

19%

10

15%

11

57%

12

43%

21

30%

23

63%

24

29%

35

28%

50

41%

Table 2 – Lineup TS%
Lineup

TS%

1

35.7%

40

55.8%

13

44.1%

Analysis 2
Using Sources 1-12 offensive and defensive rating were calculated for Games 1-5 as well
as an overall average for all games. Of the five games, only one game ended in victory for the
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team, Game 1, and that can be seen in the OFFRTG and DEFRTG in Table 3. Game 1 is the only
game where OFFRTG is higher than DEFRTG. The remaining four games were all losses and
that can be quite easily seen in the disparity between OFFRTG and DEFRTG as well as the
average across all games. The average disparity between OFFRTG and DEFRTG across the
sample was 27.3 point per 100 possessions. The average possession count for the sample was
56.4 possessions per game. Increasing the average possession count to 100 to match the per 100
metrics OFFRTG and DEFRTG, an average of 15.4 points per game is the expected margin of
loss across the sample size. Regarding lineups efficiency in Table 4, Lineup 40 is the only lineup
with a positive rating of 24.3. Lineup 40 also boasts the highest individual OFFRTG and
DEFRTG of lineups. TS% and OFFRTG have a positive relationship in this statistic as Lineup
40 was the highest TS% lineup and that translates to a high OFFRTG. The average OFFRTG
and DEFRTG of the NBA in the 2020-2021 season were 111.7 for OFFRTG and 111.6 for
DEFRTG (Statmuse.com 2021). Compared to the NBA averages, Lineup 40 would have ranked
26 of 30 in OFFRTG and 1 of 30 in DEFRTG while the team average would have been 30 of 30
in both.

Table 3 – Per game and average OFFRTG and DEFRTG
GAME

OFFRTG

DEFRTG

1

114.9

100

2

92.7

107.2

3

84

162

4

84.1

97.1

5

82

127.9
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AVERAGE

91.54

118.84

Table 4 – Total and average lineup OFFRTG and DEFRTG
LINEUP

OFFRTG

DEFRTG

1

93.0

143.9

40

108.1

83.8

13

82.8

96.6

AVERAGE

94.6

108.1

Analysis 3
Using Sources 1-6 FG% from discrete zones were calculated for all games, for all
players, the three most used lineups and the entire team. Starting with 3-point attempts, the NBA
average for 3-point attempts during the 2020-2021 season was 36.7% (Basketball Reference
2021). Table 5 shows that the study team shot well below this mark from both the corner 3 and
non-corner 3 zones. The 2019-2020 Los Angeles Lakers shot 69.2 percentage at the rim and
38.6% (NBA Shot Charts 2021) from midrange which outclasses the study team in both zones as
seen in Table 5. The only zone to eclipse 40% FG was the left-hand side of the paint. This is
possibly due to all players on the study team being right-handed and the left side of the paint is
where right-handed layups are shot from. Table 6 contains individual player shooting statistics
from each zone. With few exceptions, unsurprisingly, most players shot lower percentages than
their NBA counterparts. In the “paint” zone, only one player with a significant number of
attempts shot above the Lakers average, Player 11. All other players with a significant number of
attempts shot below the Lakers average. In Table 7 individual lineups fare better than the team as
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a whole in FG% by zone. Each lineup has a zone of over 60% FG with Lineup 1 and 40 over
60% in the left paint zone. Lineup 1 also has the only 3-point zone of over 60%. All lineups shot
at least 40% from the paint. In general, the lineups shot well from inside the paint and poorly
from 3-point range.

Table 5 – Team FG% by zone
Zone

FG%

Paint

44.8%

Midrange

22.4%

Corner 3

11.3%

Non-corner 3

23.3%

Figure 23 - Team FG% by Zone
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Table 6 – Player FG% by zone
Player

Paint

Mid-range

Corner 3

Non-corner 3

1

47.4% (19)

20% (10)

50% (2)

33.3% (15)

3

62.5% (8)

66.7% (3)

N/A

33.3% (3)

4

22.2% (9)

0% (1)

N/A

N/A

10

14.3% (7)

11.1% (8)

20% (5)

0% (4)

11

71% (31)

20% (5)

0% (1)

0% (3)

12

48.7% (39)

31.3% (16)

0% (1)

12.5% (8)

21

N/A

0% (1)

50% (2)

0% (2)

23

100% (3)

0% (3)

0% (1)

50% (6)

24

26.3% (19)

50% (2)

0% (4)

0% (2)

35

50% (4)

25% (8)

0% (3)

N/A

50

100% (1)

N/A

N/A

0% (1)

Table 7 – Lineup FG% by zone
Lineup

Paint

Mid-range

Corner 3

Non-corner 3

1

31% (42)

16.7% (18)

0% (3)

27.3% (11)

40

53.6% (28)

33.3% (3)

N/A

33.3% (3)

13

46.7% (15)

0% (3)

28.6% (7)

0% (2)
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Figure 24 – Lineup FG% per zone. From left to right: Lineup 1, Lineup 40, Lineup 13

Analysis 4
Points per Shot was calculated and charted according in 11 discrete zones on the court. A
PPS value of over 1 is considered efficient and PPS values under 1 are considered inefficient.
PPS per zone reinforces what was observed in previous analysis, high efficiency from the left
side of the paint and inefficiency for the rest of the zones. Corner 3-point attempts were among
the least efficient attempts according to PPS, fairing even worse than the further non-corner 3point attempts. Using Table 8 for reference, Player 1 led all players in zones with over 1 PPS.
Player 1 had a value of over 1 in 6 different zones followed by Player 3 with 5 zones. However,
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player 3 ha field goal attempts in five less zones than player 1. Player 1 also had a PPS over 1 in
75% of the 3-point zones.

Figure 25 - Team Point Per Shot
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Figure 26 - Numbering of Zones for Table 8
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Table 8 – Player PPS per zone
Player

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

Zone 6

Zone 7

Zone 8

Zone 9

Zone

Zone

10

11

1

1

1.25

0

2

0.73

1

1

0

3

0

0

3

1.5

1.33

1

-

1

0

2

-

-

-

-

4

-

0

0

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

0

0

0

0

0.4

-

0

0

0

.67

1

11

0

1.6

-

-

.67

0

0

0

-

1

0

12

0

1

1

0

.95

.75

0

2

0.8

0

21

0

-

-

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

1.5

23

1.2

-

-

0

2

0

0

0

0

-

-

24

-

.75

0

-

.36

0

-

-

0

2

0

35

-

1.33

1

1

0

-

0

-

-

0

0

50

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

-

-
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Figure 27 - PPS per zone. From left to right: Lineup 1, Lineup 40, Lineup 13

Analysis 5
Spread% and Range% were calculated for each player on the team as well as the entire
team and the accumulation of their opponents. As seen in Table 9, Player 12 led all players in
Spread% having field goal attempts in 51 discrete cells followed by Player 1 and 11 with 40 and
26 cells respectively. These three players were all part of Lineup 1, the team’s starting lineup,
and were the top-3 players on the team in FGA. The previously stated downside of Spread% is
apparent in these results. Spread% is susceptible to skewing because players who attempt more
field goals are likely to have higher Spread% than players who attempt less field goals. The team
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leader in TS%, Player 3 has far fewer scoring cells than his peers and thus has a lower Range%
than his peers despite TS% pointing to him as being the team’s best shooter. Table 9 also
indicates that Players 12, 1 and 11 lead the team in Range% largely based on the difference in
Spread% between themselves and other players. A calculation can be done to determine the
percentage of cells that a player averages over 1 PPS in cells that they attempted a field goal
from. If this is done, Player 3 averaged over 1 PPS in 61.5 %of the cells where he attempted a
field goal while players 12, 1 and 11 averaged 31.4, 37.5% and 38.5% respectively. Values of
Spread% and Range% for players is abnormally low due to the small sample size of the study.
The study team trailed its opponents in both Spread% and Range% during the sample.
While a lower Range% does indicate that their opponents were more efficient from more cells on
the court, this is not necessarily a negative indicator. A low Spread% can be a positive indicator
if a team attempts many shots in a low number of high efficiency zones. Range% does not check
for abnormally high PPS from zones, just a cutoff above one. A lower Spread% of high
efficiency shots may be a better indicator of efficiency that a high Range%.

Table 9 – Scoring Cells, Spread%, PPS cells and Range% for players
Player

Scoring Cells

Spread%

PPS > 1 Scoring

Range%

Cells

1

40

2.6

15

0.98

3

13

0.85

8

0.52

4

11

0.72

1

0.07

10

24

1.57

3

0.19

11

26

1.7

10

0.65

51

12

51

3.3

16

1.0

21

5

0.33

1

0.07

23

12

0.78

5

0.33

24

21

1.4

5

0.33

35

15

0.98

4

0.26

50

2

0.13

1

0.07

Team

158

10.3

45

2.9

Opponent

187

12.2

58

3.8

Figure 28 – Results of Spread% and Range%. Blue cells were equal to 1 and red cells were equal to 0 in the Range%
calculation. Left is the accumulation of the Opponents and Right is the Team total.
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Analysis 6
Ripley’s K was calculated for the study team its opponents and three most used lineups
with the results listed in Table 10. The purpose of this analysis was to try to determine if there
was a relationship between point clustering or dispersion and efficiency metrics. The rationale is
that a high clustering of events, specifically near the basket in the paint, might lead to higher
efficiency. All iterations ran revealed statistically significant cluster, far outpacing the high
confidence envelop in a majority of iterations. This was an expected result based on shot charts
because field goal attempts are clustered near the basket and in the 3-point corner zones. The
highest OFFRTG observed was from the study team’s opponents. Table 10 shows that the
opponents K value eclipsed the high confidence envelope at all 10 distance bands, the only
subject to accomplish that feat. While their clustering was significant in all bands, it is difficult to
form a relationship between these metrics because the study team outpaced the high confidence
envelope nine times and registered the second lowest OFFRTG. Also, the clustering does not
account for shooting ability of the players who attempted the field goals. Highly clustered shots
do not equate to shooting ability. Therefore, a team can have sparse clustering and a high
OFFRTG if its players capitalize on more attempts than a poor shooting team with highly
clustered attempts.

Table 10 - Ripley’s K statistics compared to OFFRTG, DEFRTG and Plus/Minus
Subject

Avg Difference K

> Low Conf Env

< High Conf Env

Team

1.24

0

Opp.

1.01

0
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OFFRTG

DEFRTG

+/-

9

91.54

118.84

- 77

10

118.84

91.54

+ 77

Lineup 1

1.27

0

8

93.0

143.9

- 29

Lineup 40

1.76

1

7

108.1

83.8

+9

Lineup 13

1.37

1

8

82.8

96.6

-4

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to perform advanced analytic and spatial analysis to
identify strengths and weaknesses, patterns, and trends of a local high school basketball team.
Analysis revealed discrete areas on the court of high and low shooting efficiency for the study
team and its opponents and unique lineup strengths and weaknesses. Game film review was
performed with a resulting 1,012 events and 13,156 attribute fields spatially plotted. Percentage
and efficiency metrics were then derived individually and per zone for all events as well as
Ripley’s K to determine clustering and dispersion among events. For the study team, zones near
the rim were identified as strengths, particularly the left side of the paint where right-handed
layups are prominent. All other zones were identified as weaknesses using PPS as the primary
metric for analysis. Individual lineups fared better than the study team as a whole in regard to
FG% and PPS per zone. Each studied lineup had at least one zone with over 60% FG and at least
one zone of over 1 PPS. This result points to inefficiency in all other lineups used and the need
for Lineup 1, 40 and 13 to be utilized more often. For individual players, efficiency metrics
identified Player 3 as the most efficient offensive player despite being utilized significantly less
than other players. The efficiency of Player 3 also showed up in the lineups he was utilized in.
Lineup 40, which Player 3 was in, was the most efficient offensive lineup fielded per OFFRTG.
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This increase cannot be solely attributed to a single player though, many other factors affect
OFFRTG such as the strength of the defense that particular lineup plays against. However, an
increase in opportunities for Player 3 is recommended. More field goal attempts near the rim in
the paint should be prioritized going forward and less emphasis on mid-range and 3-point shots.
The primary problem for analysis was the small sample size. While this capstone is
intended as a pilot study to illustrate the value-added possibility of analytics in High school
Basketball, not an all-encompassing study, Metrics like Spread% and Range% were not as useful
as they could have been if more data was available for analysis. Due to the small sample size, a
full season analysis, even analysis on individual players from year to year could provide further
insight into the questions asked in this study. Another issue was comparing athletes in the NBA
to high school players. It is hard to accurately evaluate lower skilled players with metrics and
processes meant for professional athletes. What is considered “good” or “bad” could be
drastically different between these levels of play.
Analysis using Ripley’s K could be more useful if shooting ability could somehow be
incorporated into analysis of clustering and dispersion of field goal attempts. Statistically
significant clustering or dispersion could be extremely useful if there was a value specific to
basketball that could be assigned to discrete zones to pair with Ripley’s K. Resampling
techniques such as simulation of spatial random distributions of events around the court will
provide instances of the random hypothesis, which can be compared to the empirical
observations of events in the real games.
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